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Abstract: Thumb opposition is essential for grasping, and involves the flexion and abduction of
the carpometacarpal and metacarpophalangeal joints of the thumb. The high number of degrees
of freedom of the thumb in a fairly small space makes the in vivo recording of its kinematics a
challenging task. For this reason, along with the very limited independence of the abduction
movement of the metacarpophalangeal joint, many devices do not implement sensors to measure such
movement, which may lead to important implications in terms of the accuracy of thumb models. The
aims of this work are to examine the correlation between thumb joints and to obtain an equation that
allows thumb metacarpophalangeal abduction/adduction movement to be estimated from the other
joint motions of the thumb, during the commonest grasps used during activities of daily living and
in free movement. The correlation analysis shows that metacarpophalangeal abduction/adduction
movement can be expressed mainly from carpometacarpal joint movements. The model thus obtained
presents a low estimation error (6.29◦), with no significant differences between grasps. The results
could benefit most fields that do not typically include this joint movement, such as virtual reality,
teleoperation, 3D modeling, prostheses, and exoskeletons.

Keywords: regression analysis; grasping; free movement; thumb kinematics; joint estimation

1. Introduction

The thumb is essential for grasping, as it leads the motion of the other digits [1]. The
opposition of the thumb to the fingers is essential for grasping [2] and is part of most grasp
positions needed to carry out activities of daily living (ADL) [3]. From the mechanical point
of view, this complex movement is performed mainly at the thumb metacarpophalangeal
(MCP) and carpometacarpal (CMC) joints and involves several motions: thumb CMC
flexion and abduction, and thumb MCP flexion and abduction.

The thumb MCP joint is of the condylar type, whereas the thumb CMC joint is a
saddle joint, both of them having two main degrees of freedom (DoF): flexion—extension
and abduction/adduction, defined as rotations around two non-perpendicular and non-
intersecting axes on each joint [4]. At the MCP joint, the flexion–extension axis is in the
metacarpal passing under the epicondyles, and the abduction/adduction axis is in the
proximal phalanx, passing between the sesamoids just proximal to its beak. At the CMC
joint, the flexion/extension axis is in the trapezium and the abduction/adduction axis
is in the metacarpal, their positions being constant throughout the range of motion of
the joint, and not perpendicular to the bones [5]. As the axes are non-perpendicular and
non-intersecting, it is difficult to assign classic planes to thumb movements and postures,
leading to different ways of defining the thumb motion [6]. For this reason, some studies
also consider pronation at the CMC joint, although the most widely accepted kinematic
model is to use only five DoF: CMC flexion–extension and abduction/adduction, MCP
flexion-extension and abduction/adduction, and interphalangeal (IP) flexion–extension.

Interestingly, all the muscles that are abductors or adductors of the MCP joint are
also abductors or adductors of the CMC joint. This sophisticated biomechanical structure
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underlies a dimensionality reduction mechanism during motion control due to the existence
of intra-thumb muscular synergies [7]. This actuation linkage, together with the tendinous
configuration of the MCP joint, results in a very limited capacity for independent abduction
of the MCP joint, which means that movements of the thumb MCP joint are closely linked
to the movements of the thumb CMC joint [4,8]. In this regard, Li and Tang [8] analyzed the
global coordination of the thumb during free movements (opposition and circumduction),
which revealed coordination between the flexion and pronation at the CMC joint, and
between the flexion of the CMC joint and the MCP joint. However, no previous work
has studied the correlation between thumb joints during the common grasps used to
perform ADL.

In addition, the high number of thumb DoF in a fairly small space makes it a challeng-
ing task to record in vivo joint rotations accurately. As a consequence, many devices used
to measure the kinematics of the hand (such as instrumented gloves, e.g., Cyberglove) do
not implement sensors to measure the MCP abduction movement [9], and many kinematic
studies in the literature do not consider this movement, although in some cases they do
use devices capable of measuring it [10,11]. This approximation may lead to important
implications for the accuracy of biomechanical models [12,13].

This work has two aims: (1) to examine the correlation between thumb joints during
grasps, and (2) to obtain the equation that allows the thumb MCP abduction/adduction
movement to be estimated from the other joint motions of the thumb during the commonest
grasps used during ADL.

2. Materials and Methods

All the experiments performed for this study were authorized by the Ethical Commit-
tee of the University Jaume I (Castellón, Spain), in June 2019 (Process No. 31/2019).

2.1. Experiment A. Prediction Model
2.1.1. Experimental Procedure

Seventeen healthy-handed subjects participated in the experiments: 10 women and
7 men (Mean ± SD; age: 36.8 ± 9.5 years; hand length: 187.3 ± 12.0 mm; hand width:
78.4 ± 5.7 mm). The subjects were asked to grasp and transport diverse everyday objects
(Figure 1) using the grasp types most commonly employed in ADL [14] (Table 1): Lumbrical
grasp (Figure 1c), Oblique-palmar grasp (Figure 1d), Five-finger pinch grasp (Figure 1e),
and Cylindrical grasp (Figure 1f). Each grasp type was tested with commonly manipulated
objects with a range of shapes, sizes, textures, stiffnesses and weights (Table 1). Participants
were asked to use different grasps and objects, so as to have 9–10 trials per combination
(Table 1).

Subjects were seated by a table and, after familiarization with the objects, moved
each object from point B to point C (Figure 1b), starting with the hand resting at point
A (Figure 1a) and the object at point B. This process was repeated three times for each
type of grasp and object. The order of grasps for each subject was randomized. Finally,
the total numbers of postures recorded for each grasp were 162 (Lumbrical grasp), 108
(Oblique-palmar grasp), 210 (Five-finger grasp), and 180 (Cylindrical grasp).
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Figure 1. Top: (a) starting posture; (b) final and initial posture of the hand (A) on the table, and initial (B) and final (C)
positions of the object. Bottom: Lumbrical grasp (c), Oblique-palmar grasp (d), Five-finger grasp (e), and Cylindrical
grasp (f).

Table 1. Objects, properties (weight in grams (g) and size in millimeters (mm)), subjects and types of
grasps performed during the postures recorded in the experiment.

Object Weight (g) Size (mm) Subjects Grasps

Heavy/thin cylinder 470 35Ø

9 Lumbrical
10 Cylindrical
10 Five-finger
9 Oblique-palmar

Heavy/medium cylinder 470 50Ø
9 Lumbrical

10 Cylindrical
10 Five-finger

Heavy/thick cylinder 470 65Ø
9 Lumbrical

10 Cylindrical
10 Five-finger

Light/medium cylinder 193 50Ø
10 Cylindrical
10 Five-finger

Sphere 251 76 9 Lumbrical

Wallet 40.5 120 9 Lumbrical

Remote controller 74 450 × 180 9 Oblique-palmar

Lighter 100 510 × 330 9 Oblique-palmar

Spoon 33 40 × 230 9 Oblique-palmar

Glass 130 80Ø × 95
10 Cylindrical
10 Five-finger

Tennis ball 100 70
10 Cylindrical
10 Five-finger

Marker pen 30 10 × 145 10 Five-finger

Book 158 35 × 105 × 150 9 Lumbrical
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Hand posture (23 joint angles) was recorded by tracking the location of 29 markers
on the subjects’ hands using a Vicon motion capture system [15]. For this study, only the
kinematic data of the thumb joints were considered: flexion of the interphalangeal joint
(IPF), flexion and abduction of the MCP joint (MCPF and MCPA, respectively) and flexion
and abduction of the CMC joint (CMCF and CMCA, respectively). One neutral posture
was used as a reference (for comparison of measures) that indicated zero for all the thumb
angles: the thumb resting, with the fingers flexed and in a relaxed posture, on the lateral
side of the middle finger (Figure 2). The grasping postures considered in the kinematic
analyses carried out were those corresponding to the instant in which the object was at the
highest position while being transported.

Figure 2. Reference posture for the thumb angles.

2.1.2. Data Processing and Statistical Analysis

Each observation (grasping posture) consisted of a row vector of 5 variables (the
thumb joint angles). The thumb kinematics coordination was assessed by means of the data
correlation matrix of all the thumb joint angles (matrix 5 × 5) for all grasps (considering
all 660 postures recorded). The correlation coefficient was computed using Pearson’s
correlation. The joint angles that were most correlated with MCP abduction/adduction
movement (referred to from now on as representative angles) were used as predictors of its
movement in the next section.

It is proposed that the thumb MCP abduction/adduction angle for a given frame be
expressed as a combination of the representative angles recorded for the same frame. In
order to obtain the model that minimizes prediction error while employing the smallest
number of variables, a sequential search method was applied [16]. In particular, a stepwise
multiple regression analysis (MATLAB function stepwiselm) was used, including all the
recorded postures (660). This function finds the best regression estimates based on the
forward addition and backward elimination of variables in the equation, which is one of
the most preferred methods [16]. As a criterion for adding or removing terms, a p-value for
an F-test of the change in the sum of the squared error of less than 0.1 was selected [16]. The
model for the regression selected was “interactions”, which contains an intercept, linear
terms of each predictor, and all the products of pairs of distinct predictors (without squared
terms). As a result, the prediction model was presented, and then the estimation errors
(Root mean square errors—RMSE) that derived from its application were studied. Finally,
a one-way ANOVA was performed to check for significant differences in the errors for each
grasp type.

2.2. Experiment B. Evaluation of the Goodness of the Regression
2.2.1. Experimental Procedure

The goodness of the regression was evaluated against two different kinematic datasets:
(1) reach-to-grasp movements from 226 trials in experiment A: 9 subjects, reach-to-grasp
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movement of seven objects (book, cylinders, tennis ball and wallet, 3 repetitions of each),
26.499 frames altogether; and (2) grasping postures different from those used for the
regression: 5 subjects, 7 cylinders of different sizes, 4 grasp types (cylindrical, five-finger,
three-finger, two-finger grasp), 3 repetitions of each, with 525 postures altogether. In
both cases, the thumb joint angles were recorded with the same methodology used in
Experiment A, using the same protocol to obtain anatomical angles and the same filtering.

2.2.2. Data Processing and Statistical Analysis

By using the prediction model (namely, the regression model described in 2.1.2),
thumb MCP abduction/adduction joint angles were estimated for each frame of the two
sets from experiment B. Global root mean square errors (RMSEs) between estimated and
recorded joint angles were obtained for both sets, calculated across subjects, frames, and
movements/postures.

3. Results
3.1. Experiment A. Prediction Model

Figure 3 shows the statistics of the data recorded in Experiment A. All joint angles
presented wide ranges across postures, covering their reported range of motion [9,17]. Note
that CMC abduction/adduction, MCP flexion/extension and MCP abduction/adduction
angles presented more negative than positive values, i.e., the postures recorded needed the
thumb more abducted and the MCP extended.

Figure 3. Left: Box plot with angles recorded across postures. The horizontal marks in the center of the boxes are the
median; the edges of the boxes are the 25th and 75th percentile; whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range.
Right: range (maximum minus minimum) and average values (µ) of each joint movement. Positive values represent
flexion and adduction angles; negative values represent extension and abduction angles. CMC abduction/adduction
(CMCA) and flexion/extension (CMCF); MCP abduction/adduction (MCPA) and flexion/extension (MCPF); and IP
flexion/extension (IPF).

Figure 4 shows the correlations between the thumb joint angles for all the postures (660)
performed in Experiment A. MCP abduction/adduction joint movement presented the
highest correlation of values and was positively correlated with CMC abduction/adduction
(0.68) and with MCP flexion/extension (0.27) joint movement. Conversely, MCP abduc-
tion/adduction joint movement was negatively correlated with CMC flexion/extension
(−0.30) joint movement. A negative correlation between IP and CMC joints was also
present. The MCP flexion/extension appeared to be poorly coordinated with the rest of the
thumb joints.
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Figure 4. Correlation coefficients between thumb joints movements (CMC abduction/adduction
(CMCA) and flexion/extension (CMCF), MCP abduction/adduction (MCPA) and flexion/extension
(MCPF) and IP flexion/extension (IPF)) for all the postures performed.

CMC abduction/adduction is the only joint movement added to the regression model
as an independent variable. Interaction between CMC flexion/extension and CMC ab-
duction/adduction is also present in the model. Table 2 shows the coefficients for the
prediction model to estimate the MCP abduction/adduction angles. p-value indicate that
all the coefficients are significant (p-value < 0.05). Equation (1) presents the regression
equation obtained for the estimation of the MCP abduction/adduction joint movement
(with joint angles in degrees).

MCPAesti = −5.825 + 0.575 × CMCAi + 0.015 × CMCFi × CMCAi (1)

Table 2. Coefficients, standard error of the coefficients (SE), t-statistic for each coefficient (tStat)
and p-value for the t-statistic of the hypothesis test whether the corresponding coefficient, obtained
for MCP abduction/adduction estimation, is equal to zero or not (p-value). CMCA: CMC abduc-
tion/adduction; CMCF: CMC flexion/extension.

Coefficient SE tStat p-Value

Intercept −5.825 0.428 −13.622 0.000
CMCA 0.575 0.021 27.836 0.000

CMCF × CMCA 0.015 0.001 10.584 0.000

Figure 5 shows the interaction effect between CMC flexion/extension and CMC
abduction/adduction. In particular, it shows that the relationship between CMC flex-
ion/extension and MCP abduction/adduction changes direction based on the CMC abduc-
tion/adduction values. The curves of the effect estimated with the other predictor fixed at
extreme values are not parallel, thus corroborating interactions between the predictors: for
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high positive values of CMC abduction/adduction, there is a positive relationship between
MCP abduction/adduction and CMC flexion/extension, while for high negative values
the relationship is negative.

Figure 5. Interaction effect between CMC flexion/extension (CMCF) and CMC abduction/adduction (CMCA) for the
estimation of MCP abduction/adduction (MCPA). The estimated effect with the other predictor fixed at extreme values
(maximum (MAX; 31.55 ◦) and minimum (MIN; −40.79 ◦)).

The RMSE of the prediction model is 6.29◦. Figure 6 shows the RMSE and the
recorded versus the estimated MCP abduction/adduction angles, differentiating between
grasp types.

Figure 6. Root mean square error (RMSE) and recorded MCP abduction/adduction (MCPA) angles
versus the estimated MCPA angles during all the postures recorded.
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Figure 7 shows the results of ANOVA conducted to check for significant differences in
the errors for each grasp type, as well as some statistics (average µ and standard deviation
σ) of the errors. The ANOVA presented a p-value of 0.39, which indicates that differences
in the estimated and recorded angles between grasps are not significant, with a power
of 0.72.

Figure 7. ANOVA results and statistics (average (µ) and standard deviation (σ)) between estimated and recorded MCP
abduction/adduction (MCPA) joint angles. Box plots are also provided for a visual comparison of the group location
parameters. The horizontal mark in the center of the boxes is the median; the edges of the boxes are the 25th and 75th
percentiles; whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range.

3.2. Experiment B. Evaluation of the Goodness of the Regression

Figure 8 shows the recorded versus the estimated MCP abduction/adduction angles,
differentiating between subjects (each subject is presented in a different color) for both
datasets. The global RMSE (across subjects and frames/postures) presents values of
5.58 degrees (10.74% with respect to the range of motion of MCP abduction/adduction)
during reach-to-grasp movement, and 4.91 degrees (9.45% with respect to the range of
motion of MCP abduction/adduction) during grasping postures.
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Figure 8. Recorded MCP abduction/adduction (MCPA) angles versus the estimated MCPA angles during all the recorded
frames/postures from set 1 (b) and set 2 (a). Subjects are presented in different colors.

4. Discussion

In this study, the correlation between thumb joints during grasps was explored, and a
prediction model was obtained that allows the thumb MCP abduction/adduction angle
to be estimated from the other joint motions of the thumb during grasp postures and
free movements.

Several correlations between thumb joints were found, in which MCP abduction/
adduction presented the highest values: high correlation with CMC abduction/adduction
(0.68), correlation with MCP flexion/extension (0.27), as well as negative correlation with
CMC flexion/extension angles (−0.30). The results are in accordance with the previous liter-
ature. CMC–MCP correlation was previously derived analytically, since abductor/adductor
muscles for the CMC joints are also abductors/adductors for the MCP joint [4]. The CMC–
IP joint coordination is also present in previous studies [8] and reflects the fact that grasping,
in general, requires flexing the joints to place the tip of the thumb in the grasping position.
MCP flexion/extension appears poorly coordinated with the rest of the thumb joints. This
result is novel with respect to the literature, in which it usually appears highly correlated
with CMC flexion/extension movement during free actions such as circumduction and
opposition movements [8]. These differences could be due to the fact that the activities
used in our study are postures and not free movements, and therefore the coordination
observed may be more linked to the object to be grasped (shape, weight, rigidity, etc.).
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The model used to estimate the abduction/adduction of the thumb MCP joint ob-
tained low estimation error (6.29 degrees), with no significant differences between grasps.
In our model, MCP abduction/adduction movement is expressed mainly from CMC joint
movements, which is in accordance with the literature. Due to the action of the muscles
that act on these joints, the thumb MCP joint is closely linked to the movements of the
thumb CMC joint [4,8]. The interaction between CMC joint movements also has a physio-
logical meaning [18]: depending on the thumb position (more/less flexed or more/less
abducted), thumb ligaments are distended or not, thereby allowing or blocking the MCP
abduction/adduction movement.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have been conducted to obtain a
prediction model for the MCP abduction/adduction joint movement as obtained herein.
The model has been validated with other kinematic data with different grasp postures as
well as during free movement (reach-to-grasp), with low estimation errors being obtained
(ranging from 4.91 degrees to 5.58 degrees). The results could benefit many fields such as
virtual reality or teleoperation, where many devices used to measure the kinematics of
the hand (such as instrumented gloves) [19] do not typically include this joint movement.
Since independent control of thumb joint motions affects the overall performance of the
hand, synergistic approaches can provide viable solutions to simplify thumb models and
for the design of prostheses and exoskeletons [7]. In this sense, biomechanical models, pros-
theses and exoskeletons may also benefit from it, by providing more accurate thumb joint
positioning that it is important to incorporate for accurate thumb-tip force reproduction [7].
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